C. Manual Programming

The remote control can be programmed to control components that correspond to particular brands or devices. The following 20-30 digit code numbers are listed in the table below.

D. Auto Search Method

The appropriate [DEVICE] button on the UR3L-SR4 remote control will automatically acquire the [CBL], [TV], or [DVD] code numbers required for operation of each of the corresponding devices.

E. To Use the Three-Digit Code Number on the Auto Search Method

The device LED will blink once to signify that the code has been stored.

F. Programming a Second TV on the DVD Button

Point the remote control toward the TV and enter the code for the TV you want to program.

G. The Learning Method

Quick Number Manufacturer/Brand

To program your new brand of equipment, you will need a three-digit code number for your brand of equipment. You can use the Auto Search Method to perform the above steps in order to program your equipment. You can also use the Manual Programming method by entering a three-digit code number from the code tables which correspond to particular brands or devices. To program your equipment:

H. ERasing a Single Learned Command

Press the desired [DEVICE] and [INPUT] buttons simultaneously for three seconds to erase a learned command. To enter the Device LED will blink twice to confirm the erasure.

I. Programming for Advanced Functions.

Press the [DEVICE] and [INPUT] buttons simultaneously for three seconds. The CBL device will blink twice. The next step must be performed within the next 10 seconds. If the LED is not turned off within 10 seconds, the learning process will re-occur FROM THE BEGINNING.

I. Programming All CBL Commands

The two buttons must be pressed simultaneously for three seconds. The CBL device LED will blink twice. The next step must be performed within the next 10 seconds. If the LED is not turned off within 10 seconds, the learning process will re-occur FROM THE BEGINNING.

J. Programing the All Off Button

This allows you to program all the Off buttons in the control to turn the equipment off. Press the [DEVICE] and [INPUT] buttons simultaneously for three seconds. The CBL device LED will blink twice. The next step must be performed within the next 10 seconds. If the LED is not turned off within 10 seconds, the learning process will re-occur FROM THE BEGINNING.

L. Programming Volume Control

Volume control is factory-programmed to function in CBL mode. The channel controls can be factory-programmed to function in CBL mode. To program the channel controls:

M. Programming Channel Control

Channel control is factory-programmed to automatically transfer to the remote control:

Note: To view Device Options, press the [DEVICE] and [INPUT] buttons simultaneously for three seconds. The CBL device LED will blink twice. The next step must be performed within the next 10 seconds. If the LED is not turned off within 10 seconds, the learning process will re-occur FROM THE BEGINNING.

**Note:** In this section, when you are instructed to press a [DEVICE] button, that means you should press either the [CBL], [TV], or [DVD] button, depending on which device you are programming the remote to operate.

For programming the Remote Control: Choose a component to program, then follow the steps in the section corresponding to the component.

To replace the batteries, carefully remove the compartment cover from the back of your remote control. Using a new set of batteries, carefully install the batteries as shown in the illustration below.

Replace the battery compartment cover.
If you wish to store the TV channel:

1. Press the [DISPLAY] button on the TV remote control.
2. Press the [CHANNEL] button on the TV remote control to select the channel you wish to store.
3. Press the [RECALL] button on the TV remote control to store the channel.
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for additional channels.

For additional information about your remote control, go to www.motorola.com/remotecodes.